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 VSP Workgroup Meeting Minutes 
April 17, 2017 – 3:00-5:00 PM 

Washington State Potato Commission, 108 S Interlake Road, Moses Lake, WA 98837 
 

 
Attendance: 
Aaron Golladay (Producer Warden/Farm Bureau), Mike Schlueter (Columbia Basin Walleye Club), Matt Harris 
(Washington State Potato Commission), Eric Pentico (Washington State Department of Fish & Wildlife), John 
Preston (Warden Producer), Damien Hooper (Grant County Planning Department), Harold Crose (Grant County 
Conservation District-Coordinator), Marie Lotz (Grant County Conservation District-Recorder), Ben Floyd (Anchor 
QEA-Consultant), John Small (Anchor QEA-Consultant) 
 
Attendace per Webex: 
Dan Dormaier (Hartline Producer), Vivian Erickson (Anchor QEA-Consultant)  
 
Welcome and Introductions and Meeting Purpose: 
Harold called the meeting to order at 3:00 PM.  Introductions were made around the room and via telephone.  The 
minutes were presented and emailed from the February 27, 2017 Work Group meeting.  Minutes was approved by 
consensus. 
 
The draft Work Plan was sent out a few days before this Work Group meeting for review.  Ben stated this meeting 
will be about Work Plan structure, baseline and existing conditions, protection and enhancement strategies, and 
goals and measureable benchmarks.   
 
Updates and Recap from the Last Work Group Meeting: 
Ben went over the agenda outline.  The document to be handed out to producers that is a short synopsis of what 
the VSP is and what their participation means and what the plan details would be for them.  Then the revised work 
plan will be reviewed with all the comments incorporated into the plan to be added or not.  There is a section to go 
over what Protection and Enhancement Benchmark Value will be set at for Grant County.  There will be some 
discussion on the next biennium budget and then a discussion if the Work Group would like to submit the plan by 
June 2017 to the State Technical Panel. 
 
Vivian went over the re-cap from the last Work Group meeting, went through the draft work plan each revision 
and comments.  It was stated on comments from the prior meeting to make a short document to the producers 
but it was decided to get the plan complete with edits before this document is ready for review – this document 
will not be presented to the State Technical Panel.   
 
Ben stated at the last meeting it was discussed to ensure that the Grant County Commissioners approved for the 
plan to be submitted by June or to wait until the fall.  Harold stated that he and Marie met with the County 
Commissioners and asked if they would support submitting by June and they agreed this would work.   
 
Vivian went over Eric’s comments to not discount on the Priority Habitat Species (PHS) game species the mule deer 
and in the work plan it was separated out but how ag intersects with habitat areas the game species was de-
emphasized.  The WAC definition for Habitat Conservation Area (HCA) states “areas that serve a critical role in 
sustaining needed habitats and species for the functional integrity of the ecosystem, and which, if altered, may 
reduce the likelihood that the species will persist over the long term” and “land management for maintaining 
populations of species in suitable habitats within their natural geographic distrbution so that the habitat available 
is sufficient to suppoert viable populations over the long term and isolated subpopulations are not created.”   The 
definition needs to be visited in this meeting to make sure we address Eric’s concerns.  Ben stated that it is 
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 addressed in the appendices just not in the main plan detail since it overlaps with other species addressed in the 
plan.  Eric stated the first draft table showed 160,000 acres designated for PHS for games species such as mule 
deer but was not inclued in the work plan.  Eric states it is a critical species but is not threatened or endangered 
but are important to the county.  If you do something to the habitat it should be recorded (enhancement or 
degradation) and should be documented in the work plan as such, he stated.  Matt asked if the solution what Ben 
stated earlier, the way it is outlined in the appendices, would this work to address the mule deer species habitat.  
Ben asked if mule deer HCA definition meet the definition of WDFW wildlife habitat conservation in the code and 
WAC.  Eric stated habitat on PHS and the polygraph show where mule deer and other game species have been 
documented utilizing areas and are importatnt and should be addressed in the plan.  Matt stated that “critical” is 
the key word in the WAC.  John S. stated that most ag land changes would be in the range or dryland area that 
affect chucukar and deer populations.  Ben said it is noted to deemphasize them in the plan and don’t believe deer 
rise to the level based on definition as being critical habitat area for the HCA.  Eric stated that it is documented of 
them using those areas.  Aaron stated he does believe that cricital areas and habitat are two separate issues and 
should not be in the VSP plan.  Eric stated that his conversations with WDFW on the Technical Panel may think it is 
important.  Aaron stated how does it protect critical areas and enhance agriculture, this does not fit in with either 
of the definitions.  John S. asked what do we not want to alter since 2011 on the conservation practices being 
tracked and its unclear what what would be prohibited on ag activities since and if it will contribute to the decline 
of mule deer.  Eric stated those might improve conditions for animals, so why not include and document in the 
plan.  Ben asked if it would be protection or enhancement to a direct impact in the plan.  Damien stated obligation 
under statue for candidate species is obligated to protect certain species but to add everything you are setting a 
high bar.  Ben stated what if residential houses being built in an area where mule deer habitat?  Eric stated he 
would make comment that the habitat should be located close to the area for the species that exist there 
currently.  Mike stated what would be the measurement on this and how does it protect critical areas and ag?  
John S. stated that WDFW is a critical area and direct impacts along streams should be addressed if ag exist and 
may need to be tracked.  Ben stated they will work with Eric on this to be adapted into the plan without going out 
of the scope VSP.  Ben stated what if we acknowledge in the enahancement the habitat and not name the species 
for protection and enhancement do for all the game species, shouldn’t fail out due to mule deer since they can 
reoccupy new areas and there is plenty of land mass for them versus the endangered species.  Harold stated to 
implement the plan we look at land treatment and what will hit the ground and won’t see much change in 
protection but may see some in enhancement.  Aaron stated we are not fixing water quality we are benefiting 
water quality and it’s the same for wildlife.  The group agreed not to address in protection but under enhancement 
would work.  John S. mentioned to put a note on map and add a separate map for game species to make sure it is 
clear we are not ignoring it under enhancement.  Vivian stated there is game species mapped on the habitat map 
currently and addressed but the critical species areaa is in a differenet color and game species in another color.  
Eric stated he has not seen any of the maps.  Ben stated we will not use the word “deemphasis” and add under 
“enhancement”.  Eric stated this would get closer to where he thinks it should be recorded in the plan to make 
sure habitat is not deminished for game species.   
 
Matt stated that Adams County plan had “reducing the costs of input”, need a subtle change, we can reduce use 
but can not reduce the cost that the producer has no control over.  Matt stated the community descriptions need 
to be reworked such as “Ephrata has butterflies” but other communitites does not mention butterflies.  Should we 
discuss the generallity of the species in the communities.  Quincy has “food processors” so do the other 
communities and “sugar beet seed” make sure the information is updated and they all flow.  Matt also questioned 
in the plan it states that CSP enhances pest management.  Harold stated that terminology was used in NRCS under 
CSP description.  Harold stated in generality the targeted audience is individuals who do not know the area and to 
give what the hilight is in each community even though other communities may share the same information.   
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Review Revised Work Plan 
The plan with appendices was handed and posted to the website for comments.  The Work Group will go over the 
comments, if any, at the next scheduled meeting. 
 
Outreach Materials 
VSP Checklist – Vivian went over the VSP Program Checklist document that was provided during the meeting.  Ben 
stated the Work Group requested this document for the producer/public.  It is a way to producers to document 
and give to the GCCD the data.  The Work Group would like to see less in the Checklist, make it a 1 to 3 page 
document, make a document that has key words of the importance of VSP, so that they will want to contact GCCD 
to have a plan done on their farm.  Aaron stated to look at the Department of Ecology short assessment document 
to use as a template – Grazing Self Assessment.   
 
Protection and Enhancement Benchmark Value 
Vivian stated the plan was updated with the February Work Group meeting comments received.  Additional 
technical detail was added for support when the Technical Panel reviews the plan and included protection and 
enhancement benchmarks.  The A-D appendices was completed – VSP map folio; baseline conditions summary; 
benchmarks methods and initial results; and existing plan, programs, and regulations.   
 
John went over the protection and enhancement values using CPPE to relate conservation practices benefits to 
critical areas functions and values.  The spreadsheet shows the practice, what effect it has on – water quality, 
hydrology, habitat, soil – and what critical areas each is tied to.  John S. stated the protection benchmark is June 
22, 2011 per VSP law and how the Work Group can tract the protection benchmarks – maintaining level of 
conservation practices and account for discontinued practices.  He also stated that zero in our plan is the 
protection benchmark – and built in an estimated disenrollment based on historic enrollment data (2011-2016) to 
come up with predicted disenrollment at a 3% per year rate per practice.  The implementation phase will help 
show what is actually going on the ground and help with the protection benchmark to make sure VSP in Grant 
County does not fail.  John went over enhancement benchmarks – above the 2011 baseline – based on future 
existing contracts and once the implementation phase starts if we are above the protection benchmark then it 
becomes an enhancement benchmark.   
 
Ben went over producer participation goals – revisted the RCW on this to make sure the plan addressed it.  They 
came up with the total number of farms (1,552), number of operators (unknown) and total agriculture acres 
(1,195,519) in Grant County.  Matt asked what happens if you plateu.  Ben stated you only go out 10 years and will 
plateu and the Work Group can adjust the plan every 5 years if the anticipated acres of agriculture in critical areas 
are not the 3% increase as anticipated in the plan.  Aaron stated that acres is key since you have absentee 
landowners or renters so by going with number of farms/operators will not work in Grant County.  Ben stated that 
they will go back to the number of acres since the other two are moving targets – acres are associated with 
producers.   
 
Next Steps: 
Next meeting May 22, 2017 – 3:00-5:00 PM.  April 28th Work Group comments due on Work Plan/Appendices to 
Marie Lotz.  
 
May 15th the outreach materials and executive summary will go out to the Work Group for review.   
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 Ben wants to ake sure the Work Group would like to submit by June 30th.  Eric would like to submit once he has 
seen the final plan, Damien stated the Chelan/Thurston county plans are submitted and see how they go, Harold is 
happy with the plan and believes it meets the requirements.  Ben stated Whitman wants to submit early June, in 
which you can let Whitman go and get feedback from their review from the State Technical Panel.  Aaron asked 
how Adams and Franklin counties are coming along.  Ben stated they are stopping work in June and will pick back 
up in the fall.  Harold asked when and if funding will be available after June 30th – where does Anchor’s contract 
stand if we extend Grant Counties plan past June 30th?  Ben stated their contract ends June 30th and if there is 
revisions or more work to the plan based on the Technical Panel wanting revisions, there will need to be another 
contract made with funding.  Harold would like for Grant County to submit based on the other plans submitted and 
the feedback already received when the Technical Panel reviewed Grant’s process.  John S. concerned with 
submitting with the high level of detail in the Grant plan, they may need more time to review it.  John P. stated he 
thinks the plan is ready to be submitted with the changes.  Aaron asked Damien how comfortable he is with 
submitting the plan?  Damien would like to see the plan submitted to keep the process from being regulatory.  
Aaron stated he would like to see it submitted it now based on other counties will be submitting their plans and 
they may have too many to really review the plan like they may have time to do so now.  The Work Group agreed 
to submit the plan for the June deadline to the State Technical Panel. 
 
Harold thanked everyone for their participation and the Potato Commission for the use of the room. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 PM. 
 
 
   


